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We present an experimental demonstration of the “optimal” and “universal” quantum entangling process
involving qubits encoded in the polarization of single photons. The structure of the “quantum entangling
machine” consists of thequantum injectedoptical parametric amplifier by which the simultaneous realization
of the 1→2 universal quantum cloning and of the universalNOT (U-NOT) gate has also been achieved.
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The two distinctive features of quantum kinematics are
the quantum superposition principleand thequantum en-
tanglement. Among many consequences of the statistical
character of quantum kinematics, acompletedetermination
of the unknown state of a quantum system can be attained
only when a complete measurement(i.e., the measurement of
the quorum of observables) is performed on aninfinite en-
semble of identically prepared quantum objects. The mea-
surement on a finite ensemble results in an imperfect recon-
struction of the quantum state[1].

If we consider the physical world to be represented by
states of quantum objects then it is obvious that the quantum
information (QI) processing is fundamentally different from
any processing on a classical level. One of the main differ-
ences is that, in general, given just one physical object car-
rying a specific quantum information this one cannot be de-
termined. In addition many operations on individual
quantum objects prepared in unknown quantum states cannot
be performed perfectly. A renowned example of such a con-
straint is the impossibility of cloning(copying) an unknown
quantum stateuCl [2], i.e., a universal machine realizing
exactly the transformationuClu0l→ uCluCl, beingu0l the ini-
tial known state of the copier, cannot exist. On the other hand
an approximate, i.e.,optimal, universal quantum cloning ma-
chine has been theoretically proposed[3] and experimentally
realized [4,5]. Another relevant example of an impossible
task is the “flipping” of unknown qubits[6,7], i.e., the real-
ization of auniversalNOT-gateoperationuCl→ uC'l being:
kC uC'l=0. The impossibility of flipping an unknown qubit
has several interesting consequences. For instance, it has
been shown that encoding information about unknown spa-
tial spin orientation into parallel and antiparallel pairs of qu-
bits is different. Specifically, more information is contained
in the antiparallel spins. This purely quantum mechanical
(QM) effect is due to the entanglement that appears in the
process of optimal measurement. However, in spite of this
constraint an optimal universalNOT gate has indeed been
proposed[6] and realized[8].

To pursue at a deeper level this most significant quantum-
classical endeavor consider here the central role of state en-
tanglement in quantum mechanics. As it is well known this
fundamental physical condition, pervasive of the entire QI
domain, is the key ingredient of all quantum nonlocality tests

involving either Bell inequalities or Hardy’s “ladder proofs”
[9,10]. Furthermore, it lies at the core of important QI pro-
tocols as quantum teleportation, dense coding, etc. Following
the above reasonings, one may ask then again whether it is
possible to realize exactly the mapuCluFl→ suCluFl
+ uFluCld which implies the entanglement of two quantum
systems initially prepared in two unknown statesuCl and
uFl. This type of entanglement, obtained via symmetrization,
can be useful for stabilization of the storage of an unknown
quantum state of one qubit against environmental interaction
and random imprecision[11]. Alternatively, the same ques-
tion can be raised for the relevant mapuCl→ suCluC'l
+ uC'luCld /Î2;uhC ,C'jl implying the “translation” of the
information originally encoded in any unknown stateuCl
into the corresponding entangled Bell state. This question
has been addressed in Ref.[12] where it is shown that again
theperfectentangling transformation is generally impossible
but, once again an approximate universal entangling machine
can be designed. In addition and most interestingly, it can be
shown that anyoptimal universalquantum entangler, i.e., the
one maximizing the average fidelity of success, is realized
within a combined, simultaneous realization of the optimal
universal quantum cloning and of the optimal universal spin-
flipping processes. In the present work we report on an ex-
perimental demonstration of the “optimal” and “universal”
quantum entangling process within such a complex concep-
tual and experimental framework.

Let us assume that QI is encoded in the polarizationspWd
state of single photons. The structure of the “quantum entan-
gling machine” and, contextually, of theN=1 to M =2 uni-
versal quantum cloning machine and of the universalNOT

(U-NOT) gate is the quantum injected optical parametric am-
plifier (QI-OPA) [5,13]. The action of this rather complex
machine can be described by the covariant transformation:3

uClu↓lCu↓lAC ⇒ Î2/3uCluCluC'lAC − Î1/3uhC,C'jluClAC,

s1d

where the first(unknown) state vectoruCl in the left-hand
side of the equation corresponds to the input, the second state
vector describes the system on which the information will be
copied(“blank” qubit), represented by the “cloning channel”
(C), i.e., the injection modek1, while the third state vector,
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the “anticloning channel” (AC), represents the state of the
machine. Precisely, the state of the machine is a qubit asso-
ciated with the AC modek2. The blank qubit and the cloner
are initially in the known ground stateu↓l. At the output of
the machine we find the completely symmetrized state
uhC ,C'jl and two cloned qubits in the C channel:r
=2/3uCClkCCu+1/3uhC ,C'jlkhC ,C'ju. The density op-
eratorr describes the best possible approximation of the per-
fect entangled stateuhC ,C'jl. The most attractive feature of
this entangling machine is that the fidelity of its perfor-
mance, i.e., the distance between the output and the ideally
entangled state, does not depend on the input stateuCl and
takes the constant valueF=1/3. Themachine itself after the
cloning transformation is in the staterAC=1/3uC'lkC'u
+1/33 I , where I is the unity operator. This last density
operator is the best possible approximation of the spin-flip
(U-NOT) operation permitted by the quantum mechanics.

The symmetrization process was experimentally realized
in a 232-dimensional Hilbert space of photon polarization
spWd simultaneously with the realization of the linearizedN
=1, M =2 cloning process. Consider first the case of an input
pW-encoded qubituClin associated with a single photon with
wavelengthl, injected on the input modek1 of the QI-OPA,
the other input modek2 being in the vacuum state[13]. As
for previous works, the photon was injected into a nonlinear
(NL) BBO (b-barium-borate) 1.5-mm-thick crystal slab, cut
for type-II phase matching and excited by a sequence of UV
mode-locked laser pulses having durationt<140 fsec and
wavelengthlp. The relevant modes of the NL three-wave
interaction driven by the UV pulses associated with modekp
were the two spatial modes with wave vectorki, i =1, 2, each
supporting the two horizontalsHd and verticalsVd linear-pW’s
of the interacting photons. The QIOPA wasl degenerate,
i.e., the interacting stimulated emitted photons had the same
wavelengthsl=2lp=795 nm. The NL crystal orientation
was set as to realize the insensitivity of the amplification
quantum efficiency(QE) to any input stateuClin, i.e., the
universality(U) of the entangling machine. It is well known
that this key property is assured by the squeezing Hamil-

tonian [13]: Ĥint= ix"sâC
† b̂C'

† − âC'
† b̂C

† d+H.c. The field op-

erators setshâC
† ,âCj, hâC'

† ,âC'j, hb̂C
† ,b̂Cj, and hb̂C'

† ,b̂C'j
refer to two mutually orthogonalpW-states,uCl and uC'l,
realized on the two interacting spatial modesk1 andk2 acted

upon by theâ and b̂ operators, respectively. The SU(2) in-

variance ofĤint implied by the U condition, i.e., the indepen-
dence of the OPA “gain”g;xt to any unknownpW state of
the injected qubit,t being the interaction time, allows the use
of the subscriptsC andC' in Eq. (1) [13].

The QIOPA apparatus adopted in the present work was
arranged in the self-injected configuration shown in Fig. 1.
The UV pump beam, back-reflected by a spherical mirrorMp
with 100% reflectivity andm-adjustable positionZ, excited
the NL crystal in both directions −kp andkp, i.e., correspond-
ingly oriented towards the right-hand side and the left-hand
side of Fig. 1. A spontaneous parametric down conversion
(SPDC) process excited by the −kp uv mode createdsinglet
statesof photon polarizationspWd. The photon of each SPDC
pair emitted over −k1 was back-reflected by a spherical mir-

ror M into the NL crystal and provided theN=1 quantum
injection into the OPA excited by the UV beam associated
with the back-reflected modekp. Because of the low pump
intensity, the probability of the unwantedN=2 injection has
been estimated to be 10−2 smaller than the one forN=1. The
twin SPDC photon emitted over mode −k2, selected by the
devices(wave plate+polarizing beam splitter: WPT+PBST)
and detected byDT, provided the “trigger” of the overall
conditional experiment. Three fixed quartz platessQd in-
serted on the modesk1, k2, and −k2 provided the compensa-
tion for the unwanted walk-off effects due to the birefrin-
gence of the NL crystal. An additional walk-off
compensation into the BBO crystal was provided by thel /4
WP exchanging on mode −k1 the uHl and uVl pW components
of the injected photon. Because of the EPR nonlocality of the
emitted singlet, thepW selection made on −k2 implied deter-
ministically the selection of the input stateuClin on the in-
jection modek1. All adopted photodetectorssDd were equal
SPCM-AQR14 Si-avalanche single photon units with QE’s
>0.55. One interference filter with bandwidthDl=6 nm
was placed in front of eachD.

Since the U condition of the apparatus was already tested
in previous experiments[4,5] we limited ourselves to inject
only one polarization state on the input modek1, i.e., uClin
= uHl= u1,0lk1

^ u0,0lk2
whereâC

† u0,0lk1
= u1,0lk1

and um,nlk1
represents a product state withm photons of the modek1
having the polarizationC=H, andn photons having the po-
larization C'=V. Assume the input modek2 to be in the
vacuum state. The initial pW state evolves according the uni-

tary operatorÛ;exps−iĤ inttd:

ÛuClin . u1,0lk1 ^ u0,0lk2 + gsÎ2u2,0lk1 ^ u0,1lk2 − u1,1lk1

^ u1,0lk2d. s2d

The above linearization procedure representing the first-order
approximation for the pure output state vectoruClout for t
.0, i.e., the restriction to the simplest 1→2 cloning case, is
justified here by the small experimental value of thegain:

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of theself-injectedoptimal paramet-
ric amplifier. Theuniversal optimal quantum entangleris realized
on the cloning(C) channel(modek1). Micrometric adjustments of
the coordinateZ of the UV mirror Mp ensured the time superposi-
tion in the active NL crystal of the UV 140 femtosecond pump
pulses and of the single-photon pulse injected via back reflection by
the fixed mirrorM.
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g<0.1 [5]. The first term in the expression~g in Eq. (2)
expresses the simultaneous emission on modek1 of the 1
→2 cloned stateu2,0lk1

corresponding to the stateuCCl
expressed by the general theory and on modek2 of the
flipped version of the input qubit realizing the quantum
U-NOT gate[5]. The second term expresses the emission on
modek1 of the symmetrized stateu1,1lk1

under the present
investigation. The two photons emitted over the modek1
impinged on a balanced beamsplittersBS1d that coupled the
modek1 to the output modesa andb. We restrict our analysis
to the cases in which the two photons emerge from different
output ports of the beamsplitter. The first term ing in Eq. (2)
hence leads to the following normalized output state:

uClout =Î2

3
uHlauHlbuVlk2 −

1
Î6

suHlauVlb + uVlauHlbduHlk2.

s3d

This state was analyzed by the simultaneous excitation of the
two detector pairs(a andb) coupled respectively by the two
pW-analyzers PBSa and PBSb to the two output modes of the
beam splittersBS1d, and of the detector pair(2) associated to
the polarizing beam splitter PBS2 (Fig. 1). The histogram
shown in Fig. 2 reports the experimental realization of the
output state~g by expressing the probabilities of the various
simultaneous state contributions in Eq.(3). The variableXYZ
of the histogram reads as follows:X is the polarizationpW
state detected by the detector pairsad on the modek1, Y is
thepW state detected by the detector pairsbd on k1, Z is thepW
state detected on the modek2. The experimental values are
found in good agreement with the theoretical ones. The state
probabilities related to the histogram variablesVHH and
HVH, i.e., detected in coincidence with auHl state realized
on modek2, correspond precisely to the realization of the
two interfering terms of the bipartite entangled stateuFlout
=2−1/2suHlauVlb+ uVlauHlbd over the modesa andb. However
the existence of the contributionsVHH andHVH alone is not

a sufficient proof of the entanglement feature, since the
above observation is also in agreement with a statistical mix-
ture of VHH andHVH. To demonstrate the coherent super-
position of the two terms we further performed a polarization
measurement in the 45° basis on the modesa and b by ro-
tating the half-wave plates WPa and WPb by 22.5°. In this
basisuFlout is expressed as 2−1/2su+45°lau+45°lb+ u−45°lau
−45°lbd where u±45°l=2−1/2suHl± uVld. We measured the
polarization correlation between the photonsa andb with a
four-coincidences scheme involving the detectors
sDT,D2,Da,Dbd. The correlation measurement was com-
pared with the configuration in which there was no temporal
overlap between the injected photon and the back reflected
UV pump. In this case the two detected photons over the
modesa andb have no correlation in the 45° basis and hence
there is the same probability for the photons to have the same
or different polarization. By moving the mirrorMp in order
to continuously reach the temporal superposition, we should
observe an increase of the coincidence counts by a factorR
=2 for the positionZ=0 (Fig. 3). Fitting the experimental
data with a Gaussian function, we estimateR=1.68±0.07.
We note that the peak of Fig. 3 does not arise as an amplifi-
cation process since the componentuHlk2 is not amplified
(see Refs.[4,13]), instead it must be interpreted as a conse-
quence of the mode coalescence of two photons with or-
thogonal polarization.

In conclusion we have experimentally demonstrated that
the universalNOT gate process lies at the basis of an univer-
sal entangling device. The experiment enlightens the signifi-
cance of the transformation Eq.(2) that simultaneously
implements, in a unifying manner, the universalNOT gate,
the universal optimal quantum cloning and the universal
quantum entangler. Indeed the optimality and the universal-
ity of the entangling process is found to arise as a conse-
quence of the same properties characterizing the cloning and
the spin-flipping processes[14]. In the same time, the present
work experimentally investigates the correlation and en-
tanglement properties of the overall output state of the
1→2 cloning device. Indeed the output wave function(3) is
a three-qubit entangled state belonging to theW class of

FIG. 2. Probability distribution for the variablesXYZ whereX,
Y, andZ are the polarizationpW statedetected, respectively, by the
detector pair(a) on the modek1, the detector pair(b) on the mode
k1, and the detector pair(2) on the modek2. Each correlation data
has been measured in a time of 2400 s.

FIG. 3. Coincidence countssDT,D2,Da,Dbd versus the position
Z of the UV mirrorMp The enhancement in the coincidence counts
is a signature of the entanglement of the stateuFlout.
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entangled states[15,16], whose entanglement has the highest
robustness against the loss of one qubit. In this context, by
post-selecting the output state upon a measurement on the
anticlone channel, we have extracted the maximally en-
tangled component of the clone qubits. Finally, note that the
optimal quantum entangler here realized in a more general
NL context by an optical parametric amplifier can also be
implemented by a linear state-symmetrization procedure in-
volving the simultaneous realization of the optimal quantum

processor by a general modified quantum teleportation
scheme[17,12].
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